A MESSAGE FROM MORRISON & FOERSTER’S GLOBAL RISK & CRISIS MANAGEMENT CHAIR

In today’s rapidly changing business world, companies must anticipate a growing range of serious risks, including those posed by complex regulatory environments, insider theft and misconduct, and cybersecurity incidents. Both in my practice at Morrison & Foerster and in my time in government, where I led the National Security Division of the U.S. Department of Justice and served as Chief of Staff to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, I have seen firsthand the full spectrum of challenges that companies must confront when these risks lead to a full-blown crisis.

Based on my experience — both as a government official and as an adviser to general counsel and other senior executives — one lesson about crisis management has been reinforced time and again: The best way to manage a crisis is to plan for it.

That sentiment is echoed in the findings of the inaugural General Counsel Up-at-Night Report published by Morrison & Foerster and ALM Intelligence.

In an online survey of U.S.-based general counsel and in-house lawyers, law department leaders identified risk and crisis management as a significant concern for law departments. According to the survey results, one-third of companies have yet to take the necessary steps to implement a crisis response plan. Even at companies that have plans in place, general counsel overwhelmingly feel less than moderately prepared to respond to a crisis situation. This is understandable. The advent of new technology and proliferation of social media has dramatically increased the speed at which a crisis can spread, making an immediate and well executed response all the more imperative. In the pages that follow, we take a look at some of the reasons behind these concerns, including the role that law firms are playing in helping companies mitigate risks and anticipate potentially damaging crises.

Morrison & Foerster’s Global Risk & Crisis Management Group has decades of collective experience, across disciplines and industries, helping businesses prepare for the unimaginable. We help clients develop a multi-pronged strategic response that addresses litigation and regulatory risks, as well as brand and reputational risks.

I hope that you will find this report valuable. If you have questions or need assistance with any of the issues discussed herein, please feel free to contact us.

Best regards,

John P. Carlin
Chair, Global Risk & Crisis Management
Morrison & Foerster
jcarlin@mofo.com
INTRODUCTION

In spring 2017, ALM Intelligence and Morrison & Foerster conducted an online survey of 200 U.S.-based general counsel and in-house lawyers to gain a better understanding of the demand for legal services, law departmental operational and sourcing strategies, and the approaches taken by law departments in confronting five issues consistently raised in our ongoing conversations with general counsel:

- Privacy and Data Security
- Risk and Crisis Management
- Regulation and Enforcement
- Litigation
- Intellectual Property

The survey results identified risk and crisis management as a new area of concern among law department leaders, with 63% of respondents describing risk and crisis management as a significant concern for law departments (Figure 1).
As illustrated in Figure 2 below, the three greatest areas of concerns with respect to risk and crisis management include:

- Cybersecurity Threats (57%)
- Potential Costs and Budgetary Impact (55%)
- Government and Regulatory Investigations (55%)

In the sections that follow, we take a closer look at what specifically concerns law departments with respect to risk and crisis management, as well as how prepared in-house legal teams are to address a significant corporate crisis.
RISK AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT: AN EMERGING CHALLENGE

The possibility of facing a corporate crisis is a major concern among general counsel. And for good reason. According to our survey, slightly more than one in 10 (11%) companies experienced a significant corporate crisis in the last 12 months.

Although the survey did not explicitly define what makes a crisis significant, one may reasonably assume that a significant crisis is an event that puts the entire business enterprise at risk. With the potential consequences so severe, even a 10% chance that your company may experience a significant crisis should cause concern. At the very least, it underscores the need for careful preparation.

Despite these concerns, law departments do not appear to be as adequately prepared to manage a crisis as they should be. According to our survey, slightly more than one-third of respondents (36%) indicated that their companies do not have a crisis management plan in place (Figure 3). In addition, one-third of respondents (33%) indicated that their company does not have a cybersecurity incident response plan (Figure 4).

**Figure 3**
Companies With a Crisis Management Plan

**Figure 4**
Companies With a Cybersecurity Plan
In addition, among the companies that have crisis management plans in place, many of those plans, although lengthy, do not address all of the key issues that commonly arise in the event of an actual crisis. As illustrated in Figure 5 below, just one in four companies (24%) include escalation procedures in their crisis management plans. As we will discuss later in this report, clear escalation procedures are vital to ensure a nimble response when every minute counts.

In addition, only 24% of crisis management plans include emergency contact information for key stakeholders; 14% include draft communications documents; 5% include draft notices to regulators; and 3% identify contacts at law enforcement agencies.

Most significantly, though, 30% of respondents indicated that their company’s crisis plans do not include any of these essential components.

**Figure 5**  
Key Components of Crisis Management Plans
WHAT ARE THE GREATEST CONCERNS FOR GENERAL COUNSEL?

When it comes to risk and crisis management, what specifically concerns law department leaders? In our survey, we asked respondents to rate on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 representing least risk and 10 representing greatest risk, four categories of risks:

- **Behavioral Risk** – actions taken by company employees
- **Corporate Risk** – the impact on financial performance
- **Informational Risk** – the impact on keeping proprietary and sensitive data
- **Reputational Risk** – the impact on corporate brand and market reputation

Respondents broadly agreed that, in the event of a crisis, reputational risk is of paramount concern. As seen in Figure 6 below, 74% of respondents identified the potential damage to the company’s brand and market reputation as high risks.

Beyond reputational risk, responses varied with respect to the perceived severity of the other risks to respondents’ organizations. Sixty-three percent rated the impact on financial performance as a high risk, and 49% identified behavioral and informational risks as high concerns.
HOW PREPARED ARE CORPORATE LAW DEPARTMENTS?

Time is of the essence when a crisis hits. The decisions made within the first hours — even the first minutes — after learning that a crisis has occurred will determine whether a company experiences a minor incident or a major business disruption.

Indeed, the most effective way to manage a crisis is to think about it before it occurs.

Inadequate Preparation

In our survey, respondents generally felt that they could do more to mitigate the risks discussed above with better preparation. Nearly one-third (30%) of general counsel indicated that their companies were less than moderately prepared to handle a corporate crisis, with only 3% reporting that their companies were very well prepared (Figure 7).

![Figure 7 - Crisis Readiness](image)
The lack of confidence in the ability of law departments to handle a corporate crisis is not altogether surprising in light of three key findings:

**Lack of Advance Planning**

First, as illustrated in Figure 3 above, a significant number of companies have failed to do the necessary pre-crisis planning. As previously noted, more than one-third of respondents (36%) indicated that they do not have a crisis management plan in place.

**Failure to Test Plans Adequately**

Second, although a majority of companies have crisis management plans in place, an alarming number have not adequately tested their plans. Nearly one-quarter of respondents (23%) have never tested their plans. In addition, 30% reported that they test their plans on a less than annual basis.
Omission of Tabletop Exercises

Third, and equally as alarming, a significant number of crisis management plans do not include a tabletop exercise in which their plan is put to the test with the senior executives and outside firms who would be involved in an actual crisis response. In our survey, almost four out of 10 respondents (39%) indicated that their companies have not staged a tabletop exercise as part of the testing processing. This oversight leaves companies at a disadvantage should they ever be faced with a real crisis situation. Indeed, the last time that you want to test the effectiveness of your plan is when you’re facing an actual crisis.

![Figure 9: Companies That Include Tabletop Exercises in Crisis Planning](image)

Decision-Making Authority

The components of crisis management plans vary from company to company. Our survey found, however, broad consensus exists with respect to who is empowered to make quick decisions in a crisis.

As illustrated by the word cloud in Figure 10 below, respondents overwhelmingly indicated that their companies have vested senior leaders with decision-making authority.
That potentially raises some concerns. Crisis management experts recommend that quick and decisive action — especially within the first 24 hours — is one of most effective ways to mitigate the potentially negative impacts of a crisis. If only senior leaders are empowered to make decisions in times of a crisis, companies need to ensure that clear escalation procedures have been put in place. Otherwise, a small issue could quickly escalate into a major crisis while reports of the incident make their way up the channel to an official empowered to make a decision.

As discussed earlier, only one-third of companies currently include the necessary escalation procedures in their crisis management plans. At the same time, a significant number of plans do not include contact information for key stakeholders, both within and outside the organization.

Compounding the problem is the fact that a significant number of general counsel do not know whom to contact in the government in the event of a breach. According to our survey, nearly four in 10 respondents (39%) reported that they do not know the appropriate government contacts.
The Role of Law Firms and Other External Resources

Given the various crisis scenarios that law departments need to anticipate, it comes as no surprise that many companies turn to external parties in developing crisis plans. When we asked survey respondents whether they seek external resources or counsel in developing a crisis management plan, 62% indicated that their organization receives external help in developing its risk and crisis management approach (Figure 11).

While external resources or counsel were not defined in the survey, one may reasonably assume that this includes guidance from consulting firms and law firms in answering such questions as:

- Who is empowered within your company to make quick decisions?
- Who will speak to the media?
- What is the strategy for communicating with your board of directors and other internal stakeholders?
- How can you protect your company’s most valuable assets?
- If business is disrupted, how can you quickly resume normal business operations?

It is probably not surprising that these findings closely align with the number of respondents who indicated that their organizations have a crisis management plan in place. Put simply, companies that turn to law firms and other external resources in pre-crisis planning are in a better situation to respond quickly and effectively.
CONCLUSION

Risk and crisis management is a significant concern for law department leaders. If not properly managed, a crisis has the potential to irreparably damage a company’s brand and market reputation, adversely impact financial performance, undermine employee morale, and weaken data security.

General counsel acknowledge the importance of advance planning when it comes to crisis management, but law department leaders are not confident in the effectiveness of their company’s response plans.

Law firms have a vital role to play in helping corporate law departments anticipate and prepare for a crisis. The most prepared law departments today are ones that include outside counsel and other key external experts in their crisis planning, testing, and response.
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